Beaded Triangles

Beaded card products
Bead Café
AC7009 bead pack 9
AC7028 silver jump rings
AC7038 silver crimp beads
AC7034 silver head pins
AC7041 cord and wire pack
Colour Connection
AC0027B handmade paper pack
AC0045B handmade paper borders
AC0090B flower sequins
AC0096B mini crystals
Hot Off The Press
HT80021 mini round brads

Step by Step
1. Make a triangle template by cutting a piece of card 9cm wide x 21cm long, then mark the centre at
the top of card and cut up to the mark from both bottom corners this gives you your template
2. Next fold a4 card length ways and put template on top of it with one of the longer sides along the
folded edge simply mark around template and cut out card
3. Then cover the card front with two colours from paper pack
4. On the top section of card coming down from top point place three flower sequins space evenly
pop a mini crystal in centre of each sequin
5. Take a piece of tiger tail wire pop on a crimp bead and attach using flatnose pliers then string
smaller beads onto wire using crimp beads to hold in place, when you have threaded on 2.5cm of
beads pop a small jump ring on and repeat same for other side finishing with a crimp bead
6. Attach to small section of paper border by folding wire over border and holding in place with
double sided tape then attach border across card at under flower sequins
7. Next take a head pin and put on 3 tiny beads then an larger accent bead then 3 tiny beads again
then pop through jump ring on card and turn a loop at top of head pin
8. Place 3 sequins and mini crystal as step 4 onto a section of border and attach across card approx
6cm from bottom of card
9. Attach a white brad to each end of a section of border then wrap wire around one brad to secure
the end, pop beads onto wire using crimp beads in between to hold in place this needs to be 6cm in
length wrap wire around other brad and trim excess
10. Then place beaded border on card front towards bottom

